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Gratitude
What a great year! Stocks, bonds, real
estate, precious metals…everything went
up! And so I want to start this edition of
The Farr View with a solemn expression
of gratitude for the year’s many gifts. We
know that years like this are few and far
between (although 2017 was pretty darn
good as well), and so we must celebrate
the triumphs of capitalism when they
happen and especially celebrate the good
fortunes of our many clients.
With that, we now look forward. It is
incumbent upon any good investment
manager to always survey the landscape
afresh in an attempt to sniff out risks
and potential threats to our financial
well-being. These periodic assessments
must not be clouded by past successes

or failures. Rather, they should be
dispassionate evaluations of the quality,
relative value and risk/reward profile
of each individual investment. Spoiler
alert: current high valuations and other
factors mean that things are likely to
get a good deal tougher for investors
in the year ahead. But bravely we move
onward!

Opening Up the Flood
Gates…Again
Stocks ripped higher in 2019 in the
face of a few formidable forces. The
primary headwind was the relentless
downward revision to S&P 500 earnings
estimates that began in September, 2018.
Remarkably, earnings estimates were
revised lower in each month of 2019. By
...Continued
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the end of the year, estimates for each of
2019 and 2020 had dropped a cumulative
8%. For those of you who, like us, believe
that earnings growth is the single-biggest
driver of stock prices over time, the year
would appear somewhat anomalous. If
you combine those downward earnings
revisions with a global manufacturing
downturn, trade-war intensification, and
a presidential impeachment, the big gains
for the year would appear downright
mythical.
But those who were completely shocked
by the stock market performance last
year haven’t been paying attention.
The gains simply reinforced the stock
market’s heavy dependence on policy
stimulus. Monetary stimulus came in two
forms. First, the Fed reversed course and
cut the Fed Funds rate three times during
the course of the year after raising it nine
times over the previous three years. The
rate cuts were perhaps the Fed’s most
potent elixir, but they weren’t its only
surprise. The central bank also reversed
course and began to grow its balance
sheet again through the purchase of large
quantities of short-term Treasury bills.
According to the Fed, this was a targeted
action designed to support the market
for overnight loans (called repurchase
agreements, or “repo” loans) and should
in no way, shape or form be considered
a fourth round of Quantitative Easing
(QE4). Sure, ok. But the Fed’s balance
sheet has still ballooned to over $4
trillion again even though it said in
December, 2018, that its program to

reduce the size of its balance sheet was
on “autopilot.”

to address climate change and other
environmental problems?

Investors also benefited from copious
amounts of fiscal stimulus in 2019.
The 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA)
dramatically lowered tax rates on
businesses, and ever-larger federal
budgets generated business for defense
contractors and many others. At the cost
of trillion dollar deficits, these initiatives
clearly supported economic activity, to
a degree. The question is for how long.
As of right now it appears as though the
boost to the economy was fleeting. In
other words, the stimulus does not appear
to have kicked the economy into another
gear, as promised. Instead, economic
growth rates have reverted back to about
2%, which is more or less the average
since the end of the Great Recession. And
we still have the trillion-dollar deficits
and all that incremental debt to pay back.

The willingness to pursue incremental
growth at any cost will almost certainly
have longer-term implications. Though
the effects may not materialize for
years, it seems likely that the capacity to
respond to the next economic downturn
has been meaningfully impaired. Most
obvious, a Fed Funds rate of 1.50%1.75% leaves less room for reductions
when the need arises. As well, the size
of the Fed’s balance sheet, already at
$4.1 trillion, may become problematic
if economic weakness necessitates
additional large-scale asset purchases.
Third, current budget deficits, at over
$1 trillion annually, will likely grow
meaningfully if and when the federal
government must increase spending to
support the economy. Will the federal
government have to pay higher interest
rates if it starts running annual deficits of
$2 trillion? And at what point will bond
investors recoil at the size of our federal
debt, which the Congressional Budget
Office expects to exceed GDP by the year
2034 without even considering 1) the
massive sums owed to the Social Security
trust, or 2) the possibility of a recession
between now and then?

There has been other policy stimulus
as well. The Trump administration
has reduced some of the financial,
environmental, and other regulations that
had been restricting capital formation
and therefore economic growth. These
changes have been well received by the
business community, especially the
banking sector. But while some of the
regulatory response to the Financial
Crisis certainly represented overreach, it
is also conceivable that the relaxation of
bank oversight could lead to or intensify
the next economic downturn. And what
will be the longer-term costs of failing

A Thought on Politics
The Oxford English Dictionary describes
“populism” as “a political approach that
strives to appeal to ordinary people who
feel that their concerns are disregarded
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by established elite groups.” There is
no doubt that populism has been on
the rise in the US, and it is becoming
more prevalent on both sides of the
aisle. The genesis of populism’s rise
is the ever-expanding problem of
economic inequality. We are not being
political when we report that a majority
of Americans have not participated
in what President Trump calls “the
greatest economy in the history of the
U.S.” Something isn’t adding up. The
realities across the country do not match
the rhetoric coming out of Washington.
Despite modestly better middle-class
income growth, the large majority of the
income and wealth gains continue to
accrue to a small percentage of wealthy
people. Clearly those with assets
like stocks and real estate have seen
significant appreciation in those values.
Those without assets have remained
financially stagnant.
One implication of the rise of populism
is that we can expect populist candidates
to continue getting elected and
populist policies to continue getting
implemented. Candidates are increasingly
likely to promise some mix of tax cuts,
increased government spending, wealth
redistribution, large-scale infrastructure
plans, debt forgiveness, loan guarantees,
more restrictive immigration policies,
and super-low borrowing costs. While
the short-term economic implications of
these policies can be quite positive, the
intermediate- to longer-term side effects
can be quite profound. At a time of low
inflation and interest rates, we won’t
immediately feel the effects. But could
that be changing?

Are Higher Interest Rates in
the Cards?
In the third quarter edition of The Farr
View, we noted that interest rates had
dropped rather precipitously, and the
yield curve had inverted, both of which

The realities across the country do not
match the rhetoric coming out of Washington.
Despite modestly better middle-class income
growth, the large majority of the income and
wealth gains continue to accrue to a small
percentage of wealthy people.
were suggestive of a dramatic slowing
in economic growth. Well, growth has
slowed a bit, but the threat of recession
appears to have passed. The consensus
estimate seems to be that the economy
will end up growing a little more than
2% in 2019 and another 2.0% in 2020.
The rapid change in the economic
outlook from just three months ago
reflects a number of factors, most
notably stimulus initiatives across the
globe and the completion of “phase
1” of a trade agreement with China.
Reflecting the improved outlook,
interest rates have bounced and the
yield curve has normalized (long-term
interest rates are higher than short-term
interest rates again). And a confluence
of factors suggest that inflation and
interest rates may head even higher, and
perhaps meaningfully so. Consider the
following:

• Commodity prices, which move
inversely to the dollar, appear to be
bouncing off low levels as well. The
strength could reflect a better global
growth outlook.

• The global economy appears to have
found a bottom as foreign governments
and central banks have aggressively
added fiscal and monetary stimulus.
Positive trade developments and less
uncertainty regarding Brexit have
also helped.

• The Fed is growing its balance sheet
again, providing additional liquidity
into the system.

• The dollar, which has been very strong
for the past several years, is now
weakening. We would expect this to
continue if economies outside the US
continue to improve.

• The conflict with Iran appears to be
escalating following the air strike that
killed a key Iranian general. Iraq and
Iran together account for 9% of the
global oil supply, so further escalation
could send the oil price even higher.
• The Fed has essentially committed to
keep interest rates at current levels
even in the event inflation rises
above their target of 2.0%. The Fed’s
reluctance to raise rates in 2020 also
reflects its need to avoid the perception
of interference in the 2020 presidential
election. In other words, there is a
high bar for Fed action to prevent
undesirable levels of inflation.

• Unemployment is at 3.5%, and wage
growth on the lower end of the pay
scale is now growing faster than
overall wage growth. (Incidentally,
we disagree with those who believe
the Phillips Curve, which says there is
an inverse relationship between the
unemployment rate and inflation rates,
is dead.)
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• Many Americans (mostly the richest
ones) are flush with investment gains.
Though the marginal propensity to
spend is much lower for wealthier folks,
some of this wealth will be spent.
• The long-term trend of globalization
appears to be reversing, which is
inherently inflationary.
The recent trend toward populist policies
will, at best, support the rise in inflation
and interest rates in the future. At worst,
populism could cause dangerous levels
of debt and a spike in interest rates that
contribute to the next recession and/or
financial crisis. Think about it. What do
all the populist policies (tax cuts, deficit
spending, redistribution from rich to
poor, debt forgiveness, loan guarantees,
stricter immigration policies, interestrate suppression, etc.) have in common?
They are all inflationary. We may be
seeing the initial effects of the policies
that have already been enacted. More
could be on the way. Therefore, the major
intermediate-term risk for the economy
and markets, in our opinion, has gone
from recession to overheating. And
regardless of its past pronouncements or
political agnosticism, the Fed may feel
compelled to act to rein in inflation within
the next couple of years. That moment
could represent the day of reckoning for
the many years of pursuing incremental
growth at any cost.
If there is one thing we have said more
than anything else during the course
of this 10-year recovery, it is that the
economy simply cannot withstand
meaningfully higher interest rates. This
has been proven correct from the first
“Taper Tantrum” in 2013 to the Fed’s most
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recent policy reversals in 2019. And it
will likely be proven again before long. As
previously discussed above, though, our
capacity to respond to the next economic
downturn is now much more limited. The
dramatic and ongoing buildup of debt will
simply make it that much harder to avoid
the consequences of long-term interestrate suppression.

internet, weaker labor unions, aging baby
boomers, and the energy boom in the US
are just a few. And so it may not be true,
as Milton Friedman famously said, that
“inflation is always and everywhere a
monetary phenomenon.” But 10 years of
massive amounts of stimulus and liquidity
injections will ultimately result in
unwanted inflation. The question is when.

Be Careful What You
Wish For!

Hanging in There

Is it possible that the weakness in overseas
economies has kept us out of hot water?
If Europe, Japan, China and the other
economies had been growing at more
robust rates, the dollar would likely not be
as strong as it is now. The dollar’s strength,
together with weak demand for our exports
and many other factors, has kept inflation
at bay in the US. What will happen if and
when those economies strengthen and the
dollar starts to decrease in value? What
if the economic strength outside the US
coincides with an intensification of the
anti-globalization trend, which is also
inflationary. And what if anti-immigration
sentiment in the US intensifies as well,
resulting in widespread labor shortages
at a time when population growth has
dropped to its lowest levels since 1918?
It’s not hard to see the impact that populist
policies could have on inflation, financial
stability, and longer-term economic
growth. We are especially vulnerable due
to our high budget deficits, limited capacity
for monetary stimulus, and relatively high
asset prices (stocks, bonds, real estate).
To be sure, there are still some major
forces that will have a suppressing effect
on inflation rates. Automation, the

Investors must always be aware that a
correction in stock price may always be
just a hair’s breadth away. We must not
get too complacent. To suggest that
stocks may decline 10% at some point
during the course of 2020 is not only
possible, but it is likely. A correction of
20% or more may also be in the cards.
During Roman festivals as Julius Caesar
would parade through the streets to
choruses of “Hail Caesar,” he had a slave
assigned to follow him and constantly
whisper “Remember thou art mortal.”
We, as investors, should remember those
words because the key to sound investing
is not letting your emotions get the
better of you. My book The Arrogance
Cycle warned against exactly the sort of
complacent hubris that always ends badly.
But it is also quite possible that 2020 will
not bring any sizeable correction in stock
price. As much as it worries me to say so,
things may work out just fine. Valuations
aren’t excessive, the US economy is still in
much better shape than most everywhere
else, and the Fed still has the market’s
back. Will stocks go up nearly 30% again
in 2020? Almost certainly not. But solidly
positive returns are in no way out of the
realm of possibility. So stay the course.

Visit www.farrmiller.com, e-mail us at
invest@farrmiller.com or call (202) 530-5600.
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